The Angel's Share: A Wine Country Mystery by Ellen Crosby (MYST CROSBY, E.)

Galway Girl by Ken Bruen (MYST BRUEN, K.)
Jack Taylor has never quite been able get his life together, but now he has truly hit rock bottom. Still reeling from a violent family tragedy, Taylor is busy drowning his grief in Jameson and uppers when a high-profile officer in the local Gard is murdered. After another Guard is found dead, and then another, Taylor's old colleagues from the force implore him to take on the case. The plot is one big game, and all of the pieces seem to be moving at the behest of one dangerously mysterious team: a trio of young killers with very different styles, but who are united by a common desire to take down Jack Taylor.

The Old Success by Martha Grimes (MYST GRIMES, M.)

A Christmas Gathering by Anne Perry (MYST PERRY, A.)

Twisted Twenty-Six by Janet Evanovich (MYST EVANOVICH, J.)

City of Scoundrels by Victoria Thompson (MYST THOMPSON, V.)
In City of Scoundrels, Elizabeth must track down a stolen will after Corporal Tom Preston is killed at war. Preston's family did not approve of his wife (and unborn child), and have taken criminal steps to prevent her inheriting his sizable estate.

Scarlet Fever by Rita Mae Brown (MYST BROWN, R.)

Criss Cross by James Patterson (MYST PATTERSON, J.)
A killer with all the skills of a master detective has made Alex Cross the subject of his deranged “investigation.” In a Virginia penitentiary, Alex Cross and his partner, John Sampson, witness the execution of a killer they helped convict. Hours later, they are called to the scene of a copycat crime. A note signed "M" rests on the corpse. "You messed up big time, Dr. Cross."

Robert B. Parker's Angel Eyes by Ace Atkins (MYST ATKINS, A.)

Invitation Only Murder by Leslie Meier (MYST MEIER, L.)